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$ whoami
Eivind Arvesen – Group Cyber Security Manager @ Sector Alarm


•From Norway🇳🇴


•M.Sc. in Comp. Sci.📃


•Previous roles: consultant, tech lead, software developer,  
and architect👨💻


•Member of government appointed expert group 
evaluating first Norwegian COVID-19 contact tracing 
app («Smittestopp 1», 2020)👥


•OWASP Norway Chapter Co-Lead🔒


•Argumentative hobby writer✍



Agenda
What is this presentation about?

• We keep messing up privacy in predictable ways


• Examples


• How can we avoid this?


• Activities and processes



Agenda
Outline

1. Intro


2. Background


3. Privacy Design Flaws


4. Discussion and Conclusion



Background



Flaws VS Bugs

«Flaws in the design» VS «Bugs in 
the code»


Incl. «Complexity is the enemy of 
security» – that goes for privacy as 
well

Background

https://ieeecs-media.computer.org/media/technical-activities/CYBSI/docs/
Top-10-Flaws.pdf

Avoiding the Top 10 Software Security Design Flaws



Background
Definitions

Personal data is any information that relates to an identified or identifiable 
living individual. Different pieces of information, which collected together can 
lead to the identification of a particular person, also constitute personal data.



Background
Definitions

Privacy Engineering is an emerging field of engineering which aims to provide 
methodologies, tools, and techniques to ensure systems provide acceptable 
levels of privacy.



Starting-point

•Privacy as an emergent property of 
the system (and data)


•Lack of explicit best practices that 
are concrete, actionable for technical 
roles that are not privacy experts


•Make privacy engineering basics 
common knowledge amongst 
developers & architects


•To enable easier discussion of 
architectural defects between 
technical privacy roles

Background



Background
Privacy is important because…

Risks to data controller (and processor): 

• Bad practices leading to data leak


• Reputational hit via media coverage of any of the above


• Fines as a consequence of any of the above



Background
Privacy is important because…

Risk to data subjects: 

Foundational human right.


• Material or non-material damage


• Deprivation of rights and freedoms


• Manipulation, disenfranchisement, threats, abuse and violence


Minorities and marginalized groups in particular have more to fear.



Two types of risks

Privacy risks are risks that you manage 
on behalf of data subjects – who are the 
ones who will be directly affected by the 
consequences if any risks are realized!

Background



Sustainable systems; Sustainable societies

Between


• databrokers that know everything 
about us better than we do ourselves


• personalization services that want to 
serve us relevant content and products


• government mass surveillance 
programs


• interconnectivity and data reuse in 
public services


there are a lot of different risks!

Background



The flaws



The Flaws
Index

1. False anonymity


2. Data leakage


3. Mistaking data protection for privacy


4. Outdated assessments


5. Unclear or changing purposes


6. Assumed trust


7. Misunderstanding data and definitions


8. Insufficient data minimization


9. Failure of security controls


10.Ethical issues



False anonymity
Misinterpreting risks around (deidentified) personal data



1. False anonymity

Example: Researchers de-
anonomizing/re-identifying users in the 
Netflix Prize Dataset: 


Researchers deanonymized the 
users in Netflix Prize dataset, which 
contained anonymous movie ratings 
of 500,000 subscribers – by 
correlating with IMDB data (knowing 
only a tiny bit about each person 
from before), uncovering their 
apparent political preferences and 
other potentially sensitive 
information.

The flaws



1. False anonymity

To Identify: 

• Threat modeling


• LINDDUN

The flaws



1. False anonymity

To Avoid:


• Err on the side of caution wrt. 
anonymization techniques.


• Statistical properties, like k-
anonymity, l-diversity


• Use Privacy Enhancing 
Technologies, like Differential 
Privacy if possible

The flaws



Data leakage
System makes sensitive data available unintentionally



2. Data leakage

Example: Android logging contact 
tracing app information in system 
logs


Privacy preserving, Rolling 
proximity identifiers (sent in BLE 
advertisements) – which are 
anonymous, but can be re-derived 
locally from Diagnosis keys (shared 
upon positive COVID diagnosis) 
based on RPI’s you have met over 
a previous time window – were 
logged locally.

The flaws



2. Data leakage

To Identify: 

• Threat modeling – what would 
attackers actually be able to do 
(vs. what you would expect your 
users to do)


The flaws



1. 2. Data leakage leakage

To Avoid:


• Data classification schemes and 
policies


• Logging policy (particularly wrt 
sensitive data).

The flaws



Mistaking data protection for 
privacy
Believing that a solution or system is privacy friendly by virtue of 
securing its data well



3. Mistaking data protection for privacy

Example: Smittestopp (v. 1)


Aggressive data collection


Breaking with regulatory 
requirements + best practice


Argued that the parties involved 
were trustworthy – hence there was 
no issue

The flaws



3. Mistaking data protection for privacy

To Identify: 

• Ask yourself whether you’re able 
to explain why the solution is 
privacy friendly without 
referencing security controls or 
trust…

The flaws



3. Mistaking data protection for privacy

To Avoid: 

• Build competence, assess purpose 
limitation, lawful basis, degree of 
data minimization, …


• Perform Data Protection Impact 
Assessment (DPIA) – especially 
when processing special categories 
of data!


• For inspiration to DPIA: «Solove’s 
Taxonomy of Privacy» (Daniel J. 
Solove)

INFORMATION PROCESSING

Decisional 
Interference 
Intruding into an 
individual’s decision 
regarding their private 
affairs 
A payment processor 
declining transactions for 
contraceptives. 

INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

Increased Accessibility
Amplifying the accessibility of personal information
A court making proceeding searchable on the Internet without redacting 
personal information.

Blackmail 
Threatening to disclose personal information
An dating service for adulters charging customers to delete their 
accounts.

Appropriation 
Using an individual’s identity to serve  
the aims and interests of another  
A social media site using customer's images in advertising

Breach of Confidentiality
Breaking a promise to keep a person’s information 
confidential
A doctor revealing patient information to friends  
on a social media website.

Disclosure 
Revealing truthful personal information about a person that 
impacts the ways others judge their character or their security
A government agency revealing an individual’s address to a stalker, resulting 
in the individual’s murder.

Surveillance 
Watching, listening 
to, or recording of an 
individual's activities 
A website monitoring cursor 
movements of a visitor while 
visiting the website.

Interrogation 
Questioning or probing 
for personal information 
An interviewer asking an 
inappropriate question, such 
as marital status, during a 
employment interview. 

INFORMATION COLLECTION

A TAXONOMY  OF PRIVACY

Invasion
Intrusion
Decisional Interference 

Information Processing
Aggregation
Insecurity
Identification
Secondary Use
Exclusion

Information 
Dissemination
Breach of Confidentiality
Disclosure 
Exposure
Increased Accessibility
Blackmail 
Appropriation
Distortion

Information Collection
Surveillance
Interrogation

Identification
Linking of information 
to a particular 
individual 
A researcher linking 
medical files to the 
Governor of a state using 
only date of birth, zip code 
and gender. 

Insecurity 
Carelessness in protecting 
information from leaks or 
improper access 
An ecommerce website 
allowing others to view an 
individual's purchase history  
by changing the URL  
(e.g. enterprivacy.com?id=123)

Secondary Use 
Using personal information for  
a purpose other than the purpose 
for which is was collected 
The U.S. Government using census 
data collected for the puprose of 
apportioning Congressional districts to 
identify and intern those of Japanese 
descent in WWII.

Exclusion 
Failing to let an individual know 
about the information that others 
have about them and participate in 
its handling or use
A company using customer call history, 
without the customer's knowledge, to shift 
their order in a queue (i.e. "Your call will be 
answer in the order [NOT] receivied") 

REC

INVASION
Intrusion 
Disturbing an individual’s  
tranquility or solitude
An augmented reality game 
directing players onto private 
residential property. 

Exposure
Revealing an individual’s nudity, grief, or bodily functions 
A store forcing a customer to remove clothing  
revealing a colostomy bag. 

Distortion 
Disseminating false or misleading  
information about an individual
A creditor reporting a paid bill as unpaid to a credit bureau. 

Aggregation
Combining of  
various pieces of 
personal information
A credit bureau 
combining an individual’s 
payment history from 
multiple creditors. 

Provided by Enterprivacy Consulting Group             www.enterprivacy.com

Based on Dan Solove’s  
A Taxonomy of Privacy

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.
cfm?abstract_id=667622

The flaws

https://enterprivacy.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/A-Taxonomy-of-Privacy.pdf



Outdated assessments
Changing threat landscape, context



4. Outdated assessments

Example: A lot of U.S. tech 
companies post-Roe v Wade

The flaws



4. Outdated assessments

To Identify: 


• New risks or threats appear, 
relevant to your service or the 
personal data it stores/processes


• NIST’s Risk Assessment Tools


• MITRE’s Privacy Engineering 
Tools

The flaws



4. Outdated assessments

To Avoid: 

• Regular review (or ad-hoc) of previous 
assessments – does it still hold up?


• Treat special categories of personal 
data with extreme care – strong 
technical guarantees (including 
blocking your own access)


• Use Privacy Enhancing Technologies, if 
possible (e.g. Homomorphic encryption)


• Enhance software requirements: 
Privacy misuse- or abuse-cases

The flaws



Unclear or Changing Purposes
Function creep or data reuse



5. Unclear or Changing Purposes

Example: Twitter «Deceptively 
Using Account Security Data to 
Sell Targeted Ads»

The flaws



5. Unclear or Changing Purposes

To Identify: 

• Identify legal basis per purpose 
(consult your DPO!)

The flaws



5. Unclear or Changing Purposes

To Avoid:


• Document data processing


• Don’t reuse data without 
ensuring purpose compatibility 
or a new legal basis.

The flaws



Assumed trust
System implicitly builds on / assumes trust



6. Assumed trust

Example: Facebook/Cambridge 
Analytica


CA built psychological profiles of 
Facebook users to sell individual 
psychological targeting as a 
service, via a personality quiz. This 
app was able to obtain unusually 
rich info about users’ friends via 
FB’s Graph API because of 
permissive API scopes (TOS: only 
to help improve in app experience)

The flaws



6. Assumed trust

Identify: 

• Threat modeling


• LINDDUN

The flaws



6. Assumed trust

To Avoid: 

• Limitations need enforcing. 


• Principle of least privilege.


• Threat modeling

The flaws



Misunderstanding Data and 
Definitions
Implicit and indirect signals still carry risk



7. Misunderstanding Data and Definitions

Example: Grindr data leakage to 
third parties/ad brokers

The flaws



7. Misunderstanding Data and Definitions

Identify: 

• Map data flows


• Risk assess

The flaws



7. Misunderstanding Data and Definitions

To Avoid: 

• Train, identify regulatory 
requirements.


• Inventory data, classify 
sensitivity (per risk)


• Map data flow


• Don’t sell user data!

The flaws



The flaws
Remainders

Insufficient data minimization 

Data hoarding, etc.


Failure of security controls 

Vulnerabilities and other information security defects


Ethical issues 

Transparency, weighing interests & trade-offs



Discussion & Conclusion



Discussion
The problem – TL;DR

We see that:


• There are multiple classes of generalizable privacy defects


• These flaws (predictibly) lead to negative outcomes


• The basics of Privacy Engineering do not yet appear to be widely 
disseminated



Conclusion
Maxims

1. Data anonymity is a matter of degree


2. Avoid logging sensitive data


3. «Data protection» and «privacy» are not the same thing


4. Personal data can be weaponized – leveraged against data subjects’ interests


5. Reuse of personal data is only permissible if purposes are compatible


6. Don’t architect systems upon implicit trust in any party


7. Data does not need to be explicit to be associated with risk


8. Data you don’t possess cannot be abused


9. Keep personal data secure


10.Don’t be evil™



Conclusion
Solutions – Principles to abide by

• Privacy by Design


• GDPR Key Privacy Principles


• Norwegian Data Protection Authority documentation


• Architectural risk analysis; threat modeling (LINDDUN, LINDDUN GO, etc. or 
Solove’s Taxonomy of Privacy)


• Privacy Enhancing Technologies


• Developing taxonomies, cheatsheets, standards, design patterns and 
architectural references



Discussion
Privacy by design (Ann Cavoukian, 1995)

1. Proactive not reactive; preventive not remedial


2. Privacy as the default setting


3. Privacy embedded into design


4. Full functionality – positive-sum, not zero-sum


5. End-to-end security – full lifecycle protection


6. Visibility and transparency – keep it open


7. Respect for user privacy – keep it user-centric



Discussion
GDPR Key Privacy Principles

Must be evaluated and documented before any new processing takes place: 

1. 	 Lawfulness, fairness and transparency


2. 	 Purpose limitation


3. 	 Data minimisation


4. 	 Accuracy


5. 	 Storage limitation


6. 	 Integrity and confidentiality (security)


7. 	 Accountability




Conclusion
The Overflow (Stack Overflow blog)
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